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ISM543 Case Study: Sample EPM Architecture and Roadmap  
 
You are required to build an EPM roadmap for your Portfolio Project. This document provides an 
example of an EMP roadmap using materials such as presented through this course.  
 
Note, this case study is NOT written at the level of detail expected for your Portfolio Project. This is a 
brief overview of what is expected so you will have an understanding of how to approach the project.  
 
Introduction:  (This example is just an outline. For your Portfolio Project, you are expected to write this 
entire introduction in proper APA style using appropriate grammar and formatting).  


a. What type of business is it:  
a. The business is an online institution that will be growing its student enrollment from 


2,000 to 20,000 over a two year period. 
 


b. How large is the company: 
a. The company has over 500 employees and currently serves a student population of 


2,000. 
 


c. Where is the company location and what demographic of “customers” use the goods/services? 
a. The company location is in Anytown, U.S.A. Students are typically between the ages of 


25-50 with some college background. All students are enrolled in a bachelor’s degree 
program in enterprise performance management. All courses are offered 
asynchronously in an online environment.  
 


d. What is the business impact area you wish to focus on? For example, the business impact area 
may include revenue growth, operating margin, cash cycle, asset utilization, etc.  


a. This EPM roadmap will focus on the course/program offerings on the academic side of 
the operation.  
 


e. What is the business function you wish to focus on?  
a. The problem the EPM will address is how to grow courses for the anticipated enrollment 


over the next two-year time period. The business function is course (product) 
development. 


 
 
Process Steps Lacking Visibility: 
 
Identify one or more decision process steps that lack visibility (gather, understand, debate, commit) and 
explain why they lack visibility. Justify your decision for choosing these specific process step(s). 
 
The institution is currently receiving information about anticipated growth (i.e., from 2,000 to 20,000 
students). The institution has not even begun to gather or understand data about the current operation. 
That said, the process steps that most markedly lack visibility are the gather and understand processes. 
Before the institution can begin to think about how to grow programs and courses from what exists 
today and what will be needed during the coming two years, they need to gather as much data as they 
can to process into useful information. This information should help provide an answer to the question: 








where are we now? Once that information is gathered, the institution will need to make sense of that 
data. What does the data we have mean? Where did we get what we got? What types of patterns might 
emerge from this data? How can we use that information to determine outliers, relationships, and 
changes from the norm? For these reasons the gather and understand process will be the underlying 
focus of this EPM roadmap. 
 
Functional Roles: 
 
The functional road map for the institution is below. 
 
 Sales/Marketing Course/Program 


Development 
Enrollment 
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For this EPM roadmap, we will be focusing on the operational and strategic aspects of the 
course/product development area. As stated previously, the problem that will be addressed by the EPM 
is how to grow courses for anticipated enrollment over the next two-year time period. The business 
function is course (product) development. The functions performed by that business unit are to ensure 
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that courses and programs are functional and of high quality, in turn ensuring student success; thus the 
decision to focus on operational aspects of course/program development areas. 
 
EPM Process/Tool 
Figure 8.1 below shows a proposed EPM architecture for the educational institution outlined in this EPM 
roadmap. The EPM architecture starting from the data layer and continuing up to the end-user 
experience is represented. At the data layer, we find unstructured and external data as well as 
transactional data sources. External data can include data collected based on inquiries from the website 
and other institutions that offer associate degrees but not bachelor’s degrees. The organization is 
interested in bridging students from that institution to this one. Transaction sources include application 
for admissions, financial aid applications, etc. The data and integration layer are generic in this diagram. 
These operational aspects of an EPM are pretty standard, so no detail will be provided for that layer. 
 
The data management and integration layers are broken into two areas: how information is stored and 
managed AND how applications connect the organization internally. On the data storage and 
management side are the data warehouse/data mark and OLAP aspects and content management. On 
the application side are e-mail, calendaring software, and other communication tools (instant 
messaging, web-conferencing services, VoIP, etc.). 
 
The applications layer is divided into applications that manage the organization and applications that 
run the organization. Examples of applications that manage the organization include analytics and 
scorecards. Applications that run the organization include a customer relationship management system, 
student data systems, and learning management systems.  
 
At the top of the architecture are end-user experience areas. These include the dashboard, 
faculty/student and staff portals, reporting, web forms, and data entry areas. These end user tools are 
used by multiple stakeholders for inputting and exporting different data and information.  
 








Figure 8.1 EPM Architecture


 
This EPM road map will help answer the four foundational business questions covered in Module 3: 
 


a. What do we want to happen in the business? 
b. How do we want it to happen? 
c. What actually happened in the business? 
d. Why did it happen?  
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